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ABSTRACT
The text data can be of two types : facts and opinions. With
the introduction of UTF-8 standards and development of Web
2.0, we are in abundance of opinionated text data available in
many languages on the web. Subjectivity analysis aims at divid-
ing those opinionated data into subjective and objective sentences
and automatic extraction of subjective information from it. Many
subjectivity resources as well as subjectivity analysis works are
available in English language. In this paper, we examine differ-
ent methods of generating subjectivity resources in Hindi lan-
guage and other Indian languages using resources and tools avail-
able in English language. Two methods are proposed using word-
level subjectivity annotations. These methods use English language
OpinionFinder subjectivity lexicon and a small seed word list of
Hindi language which can be expanded to generate subjectivity
lexicon, respectively. Four methods are proposed using sentence-
level subjectivity annotations. These methods use subjectivity an-
notated corpora and tools available in English language. Differ-
ent evaluation strategies are used to validate the generated lex-
icon and corpora in Hindi language. The simulations conducted
confirm that these methods are effective in rapidly creating sub-
jectivity resources in Hindi language and other Indian languages.
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1. INTRODUCTION
World Wide Web contains two types of textual information: facts
and opinions [26]. Facts refers to objective statements whereas
opinions refers to subjective statements. The mental and emotional
states (opinions, sentiments, attitudes) of people towards entities,

events and their properties are called as private states and private
states are represented by subjective statements. The development
of Web 2.0 made it easier to post and access opinion on any topics
in digital platforms. These opinions can be used in many ways, for
example, to make various decisions and predictions on products or
services usage. It is difficult to detect and extract these opinionated
information from the objective facts. Hence subjectivity analysis is
required which can perform the task automatically.
Subjectivity analysis is an important area of research in Natural
Language Processing (NLP). Subjectivity analysis refers to the
identification and extraction of subjective information from the
available input [29]. Blogs, interaction forums, news, speech,
tweets, product and movie reviews, question answering are some
of the sources of subjective statements [36], [31]. Below are some
examples where subjective and objective parts of the sentence is
present together in a news article and subjective part is shown in
bold:

1. Nuns erupt in joy as Mother Teresa is declared saint.
2. This year, due to high production of lentils, lentils prices have
gone down by Rs. 10 in each category and this made public happier
than before.
There are many applications and tools available for the subjectiv-
ity analysis in English language but only 26.3% of Internet users
speak English1. Due to Internet and network penetration to remote
and rural areas, world is connected more than ever before. Nowa-
days, Internet and mobile users are using their native language for
the communication. Many websites, blogs, e-books, news portals
are available in native languages. People can make decisions about
the products or movies based on the reviews available in their na-
tive language. There is a huge non English content available on the
web so it is required to perform subjectivity analysis in other lan-
guages as well. At the initial stage, the subjectivity analysis in other
languages can be performed using already existing resources and
tools available in English. Later on, identification and use of lan-
guage specific clues can improve the results. This paper performs

1http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats7.htm, June 30, 2016.
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this initial task and generate resources in Hindi (target) language
which can be extended to other similar Indian languages. However
it has some limitations. The translation methods are static, depen-
dent on the machine translation or dictionary and can not be easily
expanded/improved. The meaning of the translated data may not
be satisfactory. The content may contain translation errors and the
lexical syntax may not be good. It is lacking any additional lan-
guage specific information. Despite these limitations, our results
show that the difference in accuracy between translated English re-
sources and language-specific resources is not very high as com-
pared to the time and resources spent on creating it.

1.1 Motivation
Hindi is the most widely used language in Indian sub continent.
Hindi and other Indian languages have their origin from either San-
skrit or Dravidian language. More than 310 million people use var-
ious Indian languages across the world consisting of 4.45% of the
world population2. Lexical structure is not much different in the
Indian languages and similarity in the usage of words, expressions,
polarity, dialects does exist. Huge collection of Hindi and Indian
languages data is available in the internet, websites and other web
repositories in the areas of culture, sports, history, politics, climate,
etc.. There is a need to mine these resources which will provide a
path to perform research on other similar languages.
Some Subjectivity analysis related work is available in Hindi, Tel-
ugu, Tamil, Marathi and Bengali languages. But subjectivity anal-
ysis on Hindi and other Indian language is limited, mainly because
of lack of tools and lexical resources. Recent introduction of uni-
code standard (utf-8) for non-English languages and high cost in-
volved in the corpora creation delayed the research in these lan-
guages. A large collection of annotated corpora is essential for
Natural Language Processing and sentiment analysis tasks. The ex-
isting available corpora is not sufficient to perform research work
and large language-specific experiments. Hence, we propose an ap-
proach of generating multilingual subjectivity analysis resources in
Hindi language using English as a source language.

1.2 Contribution
In this paper, we address the problem of generation of subjectivity
resources at word-level and sentence-level in Indian languages. For
word-level subjectivity resources, we propose two different meth-
ods using subjectivity annotated lexicon. The resources required
for the first method are a subjectivity annotated lexicon in En-
glish language and a bi-lingual dictionary. The resources required
for the second method are a selective small list of subjective word
seeds in Hindi language, a bi-lingual dictionary and a raw corpus.
For sentence-level subjectivity resources, we propose four different
methods using tools and corpora available in English language. The
resources required for these methods are a subjectivity annotated
corpus in English language, a parallel corpus in Hindi language,
machine translation engines to translate the English language doc-
uments into Hindi language documents and an automatic subjectiv-
ity annotation tool. We run simulations on Hindi language data to
show the adaptability of the investigated methods.

1.3 English Language Resources
Following English language resources are used to perform subjec-
tivity analysis in Hindi language:

2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki /List of languages by number of native speakers

OpinionFinder Subjectivity Lexicon. We use a subjectivity lexicon
which is present in OpinionFinder [37], an English language sub-
jectivity analysis system which classifies a sentence based on the
existence (or non-existence) of words or phrases in a large lexi-
con. After avoiding multi word expressions, the lexicon contains
8221 entries of length 1 word. These words belong to either strong
subjective type or weak subjective type, depending upon the effect
its presence has on the context of full sentence. For example, one
entry from the OpinionFinder lexicon is type=strongsubj len=1
word1=abase pos1=verb stemmed1=y polannsrc=ph mpqapolar-
ity=strongneg, indicating that the word abase is a verb, strong clue
of subjectivity and with a strongly negative polarity. As shown,
each entry is taged with a polarity tag and has other information,
such as length, stemming (stemmed=y or n), source, and hence
forth.
OpinionFinder. OpinionFinder [37] is a subjectivity analysis sys-
tem that processes English documents and illustrates the subjec-
tivity of a new text based on the existence (or non-existence) of
subjective words or phrases in a large lexicon. The classifier labels
sentences in the document as subjective or objective based on a
model trained on the MPQA Corpus.
MPQA. MPQA Opinion Corpus version 2.0 [36] contains 692
English-language documents, a total of 15802 sentences. It is a
collection of 5 different sets of documents: MPQA original sub-
set, XBank, OpQA (Opinion Question Answering) subset, ULA
(Unified Linguistic Annotation) and ULA-LU (Language Under-
standing subcorpus). The Xbank, ULA, and ULA-LU data as well
as some documents of the original 535-document release carry at-
titude and target annotations. The documents are from 187 differ-
ent foreign and U.S. news sources on politics, sports, health, war,
human rights etc. which are manually annotated for subjectivity.
Here we use the sentence-level annotations associated with the data
set [35].
hindencorp. hindencorp is a parallel corpus in Hindi and English
language [7], having 132,300 sentences in Hindi and English. Cor-
pus is collected from various web resources such as tides (DARPA-
TIDES contest in 2002) which provided 50,000 sentences and
preprocessed by IIIT Hyderabad for NLP contest, Daniel pipes
news article commentaries in English and their Hindi translation,
EMILLE corpus in English and its Hindi translation, and other
smaller datasets from wikipedia and other resources. Here we use a
subset of this corpus with 10478 sentences. This corpus is balanced
in nature, covering several areas in sports, politics, education and
others.

1.4 Organization
The paper is presented as follows: Section II provides a study of
the related work. Section III describes two methods of generat-
ing subjectivity lexicon using word-level subjectivity annotations
in Hindi language and evaluates their quality. Section IV describes
four methods of generating subjectivity corpus using sentence-level
subjectivity annotations in Hindi language and evaluates their qual-
ity. Conclusion is given in section V.

2. RELATED WORK
For subjectivity analysis in any language, corpora and lexicon play
a very important role. Several methods and directions are proposed
by many researchers by using tools and techniques available in En-
glish language. We divide the study of subjectivity analysis task
into two groups: Non-Indian and Indian.
Non-Indian languages Research
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In 1966, General Inquirer System was developed by IBM [32]. IBM
called it as content analysis research problem in behaviour science
and contains 11,789 words and each having at-least one instance.
In 1998, Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown [14] proposed a method
of predicting semantic orientations of adjectives, that is, in the us-
age of <adjectives> and <adjectives>, the adjectives must be of
same polarity and this can be used for extracting the patterns. They
achieved 82% accuracy. In 2002, Turney [33] extended the work
of Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown [14] for other POS-tags and in-
troduced five extraction patterns for polarity classification in re-
view mining. They obtained 84% accuracy on automobile review
data and 66% on movie reviews. In 2006, E. suli and Sebastiani
developed SentiWordNet [13], [1] which has approximately 2 mil-
lion words of four Part-of-Speech tags namely adjectives, adverbs,
verbs and nouns. In SentiWordNet, each word is having positive,
negative and objective scores with total equals to 1. WordNet and a
ternary classifier were used to build SentiWordNet.
Using a selected small list of 60 words, an online dictionary and a
small annotated corpus, Banea et. al. [3] created a subjective lexi-
con in Romanian language by bootstrapping method. LSA, a word
level similarity is used to filter words. Kamps et. al. [22] developed
a distance measure on WordNet to figure out the polarity of adjec-
tives. With an approximation of 67.18% for English, they populated
total 1608 words in all four categories. Paper [25] gave a method of
determining/analysing judgement opinions in a four step process.
The first step, identifying the opinion; the second step, identify-
ing the valence; the third step, identifying the holder and last step,
identifying the topic.
Rao and Ravichandran [30] proposed polarity detection problem
and affirmed that a word can be classified as bipolar. They intro-
duced semi-supervised label propagation in a graph. Each word is
represented by a node with label positive or negative, which de-
termines its polarity and to represent a relationship between two
words, they were encoded by a weighted edge. They used English,
French and Hindi languages but affirmed that the same method-
ology can be applied to any language which has WordNet. Pa-
per [11], [5], [12] used Genetic Algorithms for association rule
mining.
Indian languages Research
Very few works are available for Indian languages. Paper
[8], steered a computational method for developing Senti-
WordNet(Bengali) exploiting English-Bengali bilingual dictionary
and English Sentiment Lexicons. They successfully got 35,805
Bengali words by applying lexical-transfer technique at word level
to each word in English SentiWordNet exploiting an English-
Bengali Dictionary to get a Bengali SentiWordNet. Das and Ban-
dopadhya [9], introduced four approaches to find the polarity of
a word. An interactive game is proposed to find the polarity of
words in first strategy. In second strategy, a bilingual dictionary
is proposed for English and Indian Languages. In third strategy,
word net expansion is proposed using antonym and synonym rela-
tions. In fourth approach, a pre-annotated corpus is employed for
learning. Paper [10], proposed the method for tagging exploiting
the Bengali words. Classification of words is done into six emo-
tion classes according to three categories of intensities (low, gen-
eral and high). Joshi et al. [21] used two lexical resources: English-
Hindi WordNet Linking [23] and English SentiWordNet and cre-
ated H-SWN(Hindi-SentiWordNet). They substituted words in En-
glish SentiWordNet with synonymous Hindi words to get H-SWN
using WordNet linking.
Kim and Hovy [24] did the experimentation on sentiment analy-
sis, however their work was restricted to synonyms. In paper [28],
Hindi Subjective Lexicon and Hindi WordNet has been used for

the identification of linguistics orientation of adjectives and ad-
verbs. By employing a graph based method Bakliwal et al. [2] cre-
ated subjectivity lexicon. Namita Mittal et al. [27] proposed an ap-
proach based on negation handling and discourse relation to deter-
mine the emotions from Hindi content. They proposed an annotated
corpus for Hindi language and improved present Hindi SentiWord-
Net (HSWN) by adding more opinion words to it. Their proposed
algorithm obtained approximately 80% accuracy on classification
of reviews. Jha et al. [17] developed an opinion mining system in
Hindi for Bollywood movie review data set. They obtained an over-
all accuracy of 87.1% for classifying positive and negative docu-
ments. Paper [15] performed sentence level subjectivity analysis.
They achieved approximately 80% accuracy in classification on a
parallel data set in English and Hindi having 71.4% agreement with
human annotators. Jha et al. [19] proposed a sentiment aware dic-
tionary in Hindi language for multi-domain data. Paper [16] pro-
posed a stopword removal algorithm for Hindi Language which is
based on a Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA). They achieved
99% accurate results. Paper [18] proposed a reputation system for
evaluating trust among all good sellers of eBay website and able to
rank the sellers efficiently.

3. USING WORD-LEVEL SUBJECTIVITY
ANNOTATIONS

Sentiment and subjectivity analysis [25], [31], [38] starts with man-
ually or semi-automatically constructed lexicons. In this paper, the
first method is creation of a subjectivity lexicon by translation and
given in subsection A. The second method is creation of a language
specific subjectivity lexicon by expansion of the selected seed-list
and given in subsection B. Both these methods are evaluated on the
parallel dataset by constructing a rule-based classifier to classify
the sentences into subjective and objective and can be extended to
other Indian languages also.

3.1 Creating Subjectivity Lexicon by translation
Translation of an existing English language lexicon by using a dic-
tionary or translator is the most common approach for creating
subjectivity lexicon. Here, we used English subjectivity lexicon
from OpinionFinder and translated it using translator3 as well as
English-Hindi bilingual online dictionary4 for constructing a sub-
jectivity lexicon for Hindi language. Inflected words present in En-
glish subjectivity lexicon made the translation process, a challeng-
ing task. The words whose inflected form is available in either
translator3] or in dictionary4], those words are translated as it is.
Only for the words whose inflected form translation is not avail-
able, they are first lemmatized and then translated. OpinionFinder
lexicon has 8221 entries but the translated lexicon has 6323 entries.
This is because translation of few words are repeated due to differ-
ent forms of the word and for few words, Hindi translation is not
available so these words are discarded from the list. Table I shows a
sample from Hindi lexicon along with their English original form.

3.2 Creating Subjectivity Lexicon by Expansion
First, we randomly selected 60 seed words from the translated
OpinionFinder dictionary. Here, Noun, Verb, Adjective and Ad-
verbs categories are considered and each type has 15 words. Thus,
the primary seed list is balanced and helps in good coverage of

3https://translate.google.co.in/
4http://www.shabdkosh.com/
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Table 1. : A Sample of Hindi Subjectivity Lexica

English Word Associated attributes Hindi Word

aberration strongsubj, adj, negative ptn
abidance strongsubj, noun, positive pAln
absence weaksubj, noun, negative ndArd
understand strongsubj, verb, positive jAnnA
exclusively weaksubj, adj, neutral k�vl
loot strongsubj, verb, negative l� VnA

each part of speech category. Table II shows an example of the seed
words.

Algorithm 1: Subjectivity Lexicon Expansion

Data: Initial Seed Word List
Result: Expanded Seed Word List

begin
Initialize:
words = [];
related words = [];
bi gram word formed = ””;
final bi gram = [];
Dictionary = Dict();
Perform:
Parse the seed word and related words
for each line in a document do

word.append(seed word)
related word.append(related word)
Dictionary[seed word] = related word

end
for each word in words do

for each related word in related words do
bi gram word formed += word + related word
final bi gram.append(bi gram word formed)

end
end
Calculate PMI score with the generated bi grams and add the
words with PMI score > 0

end

The procedure for expansion of seed list into a fully-developed
language-specific lexicon is given in algorithm 1. All related words
for each seed word are collected from publicly available Hindi
Wordnet [6]. These related words are synonyms, antonyms or any
other word present in the definition of the seed word. We calculated
the Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) score for filtering some of
the related words whose score is zero that means these are not oc-
curring in the corpus. For calculating PMI score, we have collected
a large corpus of Hindi files. The statistics for this is given in ta-
ble III. After each new word is added in the initial seed word list,
the above explained process is repeated to collect more subjective
words. At the end, we have a collection of 4320 Hindi language
subjective words which acts as dictionary.

5http://www.hindinovels.net/

Table 2. : A Sample of the Seed Words

Adjective By\kr (fearful), KrAb (horrible),
(translation b\jr (barren), as<y (barbaric),
in English) EdvAElyA (bankrupt), t� QC (scant)
Adverb lABþd (gainfully), p� ZtyA (absolutely),
(translation k�vl(exclusively), u(sAh(zealously),
in English) pErhAsp� vk (facetiously), kAPF (considerably)
Noun s\�yAs (renunciation), k£ (torment),
(translation BA`y (luck), fA\Et (peacefulness),
in English) udArtA (nobleness), iQCA (desirability)
Verb aArop (impeach), En�yp� vk (allege),
(translation l� VnA (loot), jAnnA (understand),
in English) bxAnA (multiply), s� KnA (dwindle)

Table 3. : Hindi Corpus Statistics

Type of File Number Size Sentences Words

Hindi 10 9 ∼1430 ∼10 words
Novels5 files MB sentences per file per sentence
Hindi Movie 200 1.6 ∼50 ∼8 words
Reviews [17] files MB sentences per file per sentence
Hindi 506 42.8 ∼700 ∼10 words
Wikipedia [4] files MB sentences per file per sentence

3.3 Evaluation
In this section, we want to evaluate that out of these two methods of
lexicon generation, which one is giving better results in subjectivity
analysis. For evaluation purpose, we are using 501 sentences of
hindencorp as test dataset. These sentences are different from the
sentences used as training dataset in the corpus based methods for
sentence-level subjectivity annotations.
Evaluation strategy is given in algorithm 2. The English (Hindi)
input file is first parsed at the sentence level and then at word
level. When there is a match between the parsed word and the
word present in the English (Hindi translated) OpinionFinder dic-
tionary then its word type is checked. If it is strong subjective
type then its strong subj words count is maintained. Similarly
weak subj words count is also maintained. If one strong subjective
word occurs then the sentence is labelled as subjective sentence.
For weak subjective words, sentences are labelled as subjective if
its occurrence is two.
For language specific lexicon, dividing the subjective words into
strong and weak types are difficult so the occurrence of each sub-
jective word turns the sentence into a subjective sentence. The com-
parative results obtained by both the methods on 501 Hindi sen-
tences and on 501 English sentences using OpinionFinder dictio-
nary is shown in table IV.
As shown from table IV, on a parallel test dataset, OpinionFinder
lexicon gives 38 subjective sentences and if we consider these re-
sults are accurate, language-specifice lexicon is giving better ac-
curacy with accuracy percentage as 92.1% than translated lexicon
accuracy which is 84.2%.
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Algorithm 2: Subjective or Objective Classification

Data: Input Data file and OpinionFinder dictionary
Result: Sentences labelled as Subjective or Objective and their

count

begin
Initialize:
strong subj words count = 0;
weak subj words count = 0;
strong subjective = [];
weak subjective = [];
objective = True;
Perform:
Parse each sentence from the input file
for each word in sentence do

if word in dictionary then
if wordtype in dictionary is strongsubj then

strong subj words count += 1
if strong subj words count > 0 then

objective = false
end

else
if wordtype in dictionary is weaksubj then

weak subj words count += 1
if weak subj words count > 1 then

objective = false
end

end
end

end
end
return objective

end

Table 4. : Result of Subjectivity Analysis using Lexicon

Lexicon Subj Sentences Obj Sentences

OpinionFinder Lexicon 38 463
Translated Lexicon 32 469

Language-Specific Lexicon 35 466

4. USING SENTENCE-LEVEL SUBJECTIVITY
ANNOTATIONS

In this section, we investigate different ways of generating subjec-
tivity corpora in Hindi language using sentence-level subjectivity
corpora available in English language. We proposed two scenarios
here, one by using manually annotated corpora and another by us-
ing automatically annotated corpora.
In the first scenario, we assume that a corpus is available in English
language which is manually annotated for subjectivity and we can
use the machine translation of this corpora in the required language
and project the subjective and objective labels to it. We have im-
plemented this in method 1 using manually annotated corpora of
MPQA Opinion Corpus version 2.0 [36].
In the second scenario, we assume that an automatic subjectivity
analysis tool is available in English language which can be used
with manually or automatically generated parallel text to create a

subjectivity annotated corpus in the required language. We have
implemented this in method 2, 3 and 4 using OpinionFinder sub-
jectivity analysis system.

4.1 Creating Subjectivity Corpora using Manually
Annotated Corpora

Method 1: Machine translation. The input for this method is manu-
ally annotated corpora of MPQA Opinion Corpus version 2.0 [36].
This corpora is translated into Hindi language using translator3] and
subjectivity labels are projected from English language to Hindi
language corpora. In this way, we have created a large corpus of
904 files (454 objective files and 450 subjective files) with 72,320
sentences, which can be used to train subjectivity classifier in Hindi
language.

4.2 Creating Subjectivity Corpora using
Automatically Annotated Corpora

Method 2: Manually translated parallel text. The input for this
method is hindencorp parallel data with 10,478 sentences. English
language sentences are passed to high-coverage OpinionFinder
classifier which gives automatically annotated subjective/objective
labels. These labels from OpinionFinder classifier is projected to
Hindi language parallel text sentences and we have created 10,478
subjectivity annotated sentences in Hindi language which can train
subjectivity classifier in Hindi language.
Method 3: Machine translation of English language training data.
The input for this method is raw corpora of MPQA Opinion Corpus
version 2.0 [36]. This corpus is passed to OpinionFinder classi-
fier for automatic annotations. These annotations are used to sepa-
rate the subjective and objective sentences from the corpus. The ex-
tracted subjective and objective sentences in English are translated
into Hindi using translator3]. The resulting Hindi data are used to
train subjectivity classifier in Hindi language.
Method 4: Machine translation of Hindi language training data.
The input for this method is raw corpora in Hindi language
[17]. This corpus is first translated into English language using
translator3] and then passed to OpinionFinder classifier for auto-
matic annotations. These annotations are projected back into Hindi
language and in this way, we get Hindi data for training subjectivity
classifier.

4.3 Evaluation
For evaluation purpose, we used same 501 sentences of hindencorp
as test dataset. The corpus generated by method 1, 2, 3 and 4 are the
different training sets and we are trying to find out, which method
is giving better results using Support Vector Machine (SVM) clas-
sifier.
SVM classifier [20], [34] is based on the concept of decision planes
that define decision boundaries using machine learning approach.
Here, we provide document-label pair and the decision plane sep-
arates the document into different classes with labels. It is a per-
fect example of linear classifier. Here, the goal is to separate the
document into subjective and objective classes by hyperplane with
maximum-margin.
We train the classifier with training dataset generated with meth-
ods 1, 2, 3 and 4 and apply it to the common test dataset of 501
sentences and obtained the results as shown in table V.
The results show that, using manually annotated corpora for cre-
ation of subjectivity corpora is not performing as good as using
automatic annotated corpora. This might be possible because hu-
man use different cues to express subjectivity and a classifier can
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Table 5. : Result of Subjectivity Analysis using Corpora

Methods All Subjective Objective

Method 1
Precision 71% 18% 83%

Recall 71% 78% 23%
F1 71% 30% 37%

Method 2
Precision 76% 86% 83%

Recall 76% 7% 100%
F1 76% 12% 90%

Method 3
Precision 73% 21% 85%

Recall 73% 65% 45%
F1 73% 31% 59%

Method 4
Precision 72% 19% 94%

Recall 72% 98% 7%
F1 72% 32% 13%

not be trained on these cues. On the other hand, automatic anno-
tated corpora is robust to translation and gives better classification
results. Among the three methods employed on automatic anno-
tated corpora, using parallel text is giving better result because it is
free from translation errors.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated different methods of generating sub-
jectivity resources in Hindi language and can be extended to other
Indian languages. Here, we are summarizing our findings.
We explored two methods for generating subjectivity lexicon and
we have found that language-specific lexicon is giving better re-
sults for the subjectivity analysis than translating a fully developed
OpinionFinder subjectivity lexicon in the required language. The
difference in accuracy is almost 8%. This supports the time and
effort required to grow the lexicon from a small selected seed list.
We explored four methods for generating subjectivity corpora and
found that using automatic annotated corpora is giving better re-
sults with available parallel text in Hindi and English language.
This is mainly because translation errors can be avoided in this
method.
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